Flight Patterns—Airline Uniforms from the 1960s–70s
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**United Air Lines uniform 1968**
- Designed by Jean Louis (1907–97)
- Fashionaire; Hart, Schaffner, and Marx | Chicago
- Hat by Mae Hanauer | New York
- Dress and hat insignia: Gift of Diane Willems Vaughan
- Hat insignia: Gift of Georgia Panter Nielsen

**United Air Lines uniform 1969**
- Designed by Jean Louis (1907–97)
- Fashionaire; Hart, Schaffner, and Marx | Chicago
- Hat by Mae Hanauer | New York
- Dress and hat insignia: Gift of Diane Willems Vaughan
- Hat insignia: Gift of Edith Lauterbach
- 2005.018.082; 2006.017.043; 2015.110.012; 2005.018.081

**United Air Lines uniform 1973**
- Designed by Jean Louis (1907–97)
- Fashionaire; Hart, Schaffner, and Marx | Chicago
- Gift of United Airlines Historical Foundation
- 2012.100.078, .083; 2015.088.068; 2015.110.014

**United Air Lines uniform 1974**
- Designed by Jean Louis (1907–97)
- Fashionaire; Hart, Schaffner, and Marx | Chicago
- Gift of United Airlines Historical Foundation
- Belt: Gift of Diane Willems Vaughan
- 2012.100.078, .083; 2015.088.068; 2015.110.014

**Trans World Airlines (TWA) uniform 1968**
- Designed by Emilio Pucci (1914–92)
- Gift of Thomas G. Dragges
- Dress: Gift of Sandra C. A. Thomas in memory of Anne Karin Walker
- Scarf: Courtesy of Braniff Airways International
- 2001.016.081a–b, .082; 2015.062.013

**Trans World Airlines (TWA) uniform 1968**
- Designed by Emilio Pucci (1914–92)
- Insignia designed by Alexander Girard (1907–93)
- Dress: Gift of Thomas G. Dragges
- Hat: Gift of Christina Daley
- 2001.016.049a–b, .051; 2016.023.017

**Trans World Airlines (TWA) uniform 1969**
- Designed by Emilio Pucci (1914–92)
- Insignia designed by Alexander Girard (1907–93)
- Dress and scarf: Gift of Thomas G. Dragges
- Hat: Gift of Christina Daley
- 2001.016.049a–b, .051; 2016.023.017

**Pan American World Airways (Pan Am) uniform 1971**
- Designed by Frank Smith (1927–2007)
- Evan-Picone | New York
- Hat by Borsalino | Alessandria, Italy
- Dress: Gift of Thomas G. Dragges
- Insignia: Gift of Festo.”
- Hat insignia: Gift of Malik Hirsh Kochendörfer

**Pan American World Airways (Pan Am) uniform 1969**
- Designed by Frank Smith (1927–2007)
- Evan-Picone | New York
- Hat by Borsalino | Alessandria, Italy
- Insignia: Gift of Festo.”
- Hat insignia: Gift of Malik Hirsh Kochendörfer

**Trans World Airlines (TWA) uniform 1968**
- Designed by Emilio Pucci (1914–92)
- Insignia designed by Alexander Girard (1907–93)
- Dress and scarf: Gift of Thomas G. Dragges
- Hat: Gift of Christina Daley
- 2001.016.049a–b, .051; 2016.023.017